INTERNATIONAL FAST FOOD RESTAURANT CHAIN
Secure Remote Video Streaming and Financial Report Submissions

Who:

• Chain of hundreds of fast-food restaurant outlets located in Asia.

Need:

• To be able to confidentially stream training videos to high turnover new hires over hundreds of outlets, multiple countries.
• Provide management the ability to track who and when training videos were viewed.
• To be able to share proprietary training materials and recipes in view-only mode with downloading prohibited with restaurant outlets.
• To be able to securely submit reports from outlets to head office.

Fileflex Enterprise Solution Provided:

• Ability to stream MASSIVE Libraries of Digital Media from source locations located in on-premises, and cloud-hosted storage.
• Ability to protect and control access to confidential media such as training and company confidential videos.
• Activity tracking provides management a log of everyone who viewed their videos.
• Ability for outlets to securely submit reports to head office.
• Ability to share proprietary recipes and materials in ‘view-only’ mode where downloading is prohibited.
• Provides zero trust secure processes and robust security over sharing and streaming.
• Robust activity log and IT management toolkit.

fileflex.com/fileflex-enterprise/use-cases/